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Executive Summary
This document provides an overview of a prototype engineering lifecycle support environment which has
been implemented to show the practical application of a DPWS‐based distributed control system in the
automotive engine assembly domain. The aim of the document is to give an overview of the methodology
adopted, where pre‐defined components can be configured and subsequently reconfigured to meet changing
application requirements. The application scenarios demonstrated are based on user requirements identified
earlier in this workpackage in D7.1. In support of this work on applications engineering, a video has been
produced to illustrate the SOA‐based approach adopted and to highlight its potential advantages relative to
conventional practice. The evaluation of the engineering system is to be reported in D7.7. This deliverable
will also provide a broad overview of alternative engineering approaches investigated across all application
domains addressed by SOCRADES.
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1

Introduction

The aim of this document is to provide an overview of the prototype lifecycle support environment and the
scope and nature of the engineering scenarios demonstrated. This deliverable reports on the prototyping of
an applications engineering environment for DPWS‐based devices. A key objective of this workpackage is to
show the potential for engineering component‐based automation systems using such devices and to
highlight the advantages that might be offered from such an approach. The application focus for the
engineering environment has been the engineering and lifecycle support of engine‐assembly systems.
This activity builds on the outputs of previous deliverables within this workpackage. In particular, user
requirements gathered in D7.1 have been considered in implementing the scenarios of use for the
engineering tools described in this document. Although the available time and resources have obviously
limited the scope of the work, this deliverable aims to show from a user perspective how a SOA approach
might better meet the needs of end users in terms of supporting their requirements for not only control but
also lifecycle support, supply chain integration and enterprise connectivity.
The report provides an outline of the scope and nature of the SOCRADES applications engineering
prototyping activities for engine assembly applications in the manufacturing domain. Such applications are
characterized by the need for soft real‐time, sequence‐and‐interlock‐based control of assembly machine
mechanisms. The evaluation of the lifecycle support environment is presented in D7.7, where a review is
also provided of alternative engineering approaches investigated across the project. From a user
perspective, a major part of this deliverable is a video that has been created to illustrate the engineering
process stage by stage.

2

Prototyping the Applications Engineering Environment

In order to test and evaluate the applications engineering approach in a realistic manner a laboratory‐based
prototype demonstrator system was developed, as shown in Figure 1. This system hardware is based on a
standard test configuration used by Ford Motor Company for the proof‐of‐concept evaluation of new control
systems for engine assembly automation prior to their full industrial application. The demonstrator system
consists of four machine stations with their associated distributed control system, linked to the application
engineering environment.
Based on the findings of deliverable D7.1 “User requirements for the application systems engineering and
lifecycle support of distributed smart embedded devices” selected aspects of the engineering process were
implemented on the demonstrator system. The following scenarios were selected from the application use‐
cases, as illustrated by figures 2, 5, 8 and 9:
•

Implementation of a complete three‐station machine: user requirements, decomposition into
components, aggregation of these components initially as a virtual design, physical build, and
commissioning.

•

Production operation: real‐time control and monitoring of the above system.

•

The specification, virtual and physical build and subsequent commissioning of a new stand‐alone
station.

•

The reconfiguration of the existing three‐station automation system to form a four‐station machine,
including the reconfiguration of the control logic for the new system.

•

Integration of Profibus‐based legacy devices (for part feeding and part storage) within the DPWS‐
based system.
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Figure 1: Ford / Jaguar demonstration rig

3

Engineering Methodology, Scenarios and Storyboard

To implement, demonstrate and evaluate the application of SOCRADES applications engineering tools
developed as part of WP7 of the project, a storyboard‐based approach was adopted. The aim was to
illustrate the SOA‐based approach taken to design, develop, test and validate, monitor, and reconfigure a
prototype industrial automation system. The methodology adopted exploits the strengths of the service‐
oriented approach through engineering the systems from reusable components loosely coupled via well
defined interfaces at an appropriate level of granularity.

3.1

System Design and Build

The Process Definition Environment (PDE) toolset developed at Loughborough University was used as the
primary engineering system. This toolset supports a component‐based engineering approach. The
engineering methodology investigated is to build machines in a component‐based form exploiting the
strengths of SOA. In the scenarios illustrated by figure 2 and presented in this document, a library of
reusable SOA components is supported. Figure 4 shows a transfer arm, which is a typical component in this
library. These components have pre‐defined functionality. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the service
interface of the transfer arm enables it to be sent move commands and to report back its state. This is
achieved via WS‐Eventing for optimum efficiency. Within the PDE environment support is provided to
visualize and verify the behaviour of machines created from these components in a virtual environment
prior to physical build of the actual machine.
As shown in Figure 2, the first engineering scenario to be addressed was the design and build of a three‐
station machine from user requirements, through decomposition into components, aggregation of these
components initially as a virtual design, physical build, and finally commissioning.
All components in the prototype system were implemented using Schneider Electric FTB control devices.
These are reusable components with a standardized service interface to meet the sequence‐and‐interlock‐
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based control needs of the application domain. In essence each controlled component has predefined sate
behavior. It can be commanded to move to a given state and in turn reports back its current state.

Figure 2: Virtual design and physical build of the demonstrator

The engineering tools support the definition of interlocks between, and control sequences of, the control
components. This can then be simulated within the PDE visualization environment provided.
As illustrated by Figure 2, the process starts with virtual design of the system and configuring the system
components, e.g., FTB‐based system components such as feeders, transfer‐arms, conveyors and indexing
tables. The application software created at Loughborough University enables these devices to be defined as
standard control components within the application library. As shown in Figure 4, each component has pre‐
defined state behavior and, where appropriate, a corresponding 3D visualisation. Figure 3 illustrates the
Loughborough application tool for virtual design of a system from pre‐tested library components. The
interactions between the components are downloaded from the PDE engineering tools to the orchestrator,
which communicates with each distributed component.
Note the engineering system supports both the orchestration and choreography of interlocked control
components. Thus a centralized orchestrator may not be required, provided that the control components
have sufficient resources to support distribution of the control logic.4

4 The FTB devices have insufficient memory to support operation without a centralised orchestrator. Recent tests with STB devices have
proved the use of choreographed logic.
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Figure 3: PDE application tool for virtual design from a library of components

Figure 4: Service‐based component implementation
and its representation within the design environment
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3.2

Production Runtime Operation

The storyboard depicting the runtime operation of the rig is illustrated in Figure 5. The orchestrator
supports the runtime execution of the control logic. HMI support is provided via a Broadcaster component,
which enables the behavior of the physical machine to be propagated in real‐time to a VRML‐based 3D
machine visualization, to the system HMI and also to higher level enterprise applications.

Figure 5: Production runtime operation of the demonstrator
The orchestration engine enables execution of logic which has been predefined within the PDE design
environment. The PDE loads the logic to the orchestrator and associated control components. The
orchestrator reacts to any state change in the components asynchronously using a publish/subscribe
mechanism. The orchestrator also propagates and aggregates state changes from the devices and provides
connectivity to the high‐level external enterprise management applications. Figure 6 illustrates the
orchestrator tool developed as part of the Loughborough engineering application toolkit.

Figure 6: Orchestrator application
A Broadcaster application was also developed to enable real‐time monitoring of the shop‐floor machine(s)
by propagating their states, errors and diagnostic information to a substantial number of remote clients’
resources such as HMI, Remote HMI, Engineering Tools, VRML Models, etc, regardless of their geographic
locations or system mechanisms adopted by the end user for these resources. Development and
configuration of the system’s HMI typically completes the system design. Figure 7 illustrates part of the HMI
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application tool. The HMI enables the machine components to be controlled in both manual and automatic
modes and to report state information and errors to the machine operators.

Figure 7: Prototype human machine interface

3.3

New Station Build

In this scenario, the original three‐station machine is fully operational, but changing product requirements
make it necessary to engineer a new fourth station and integrate it within the overall system. The new
station is engineered in virtual form with its configuration and behaviour agreed by the end user and
machine builder. The station is then built and tested as a stand‐alone unit at the machine builder. The new
station is then integrated with the existing machine. This is again initially performed within the virtual
engineering environment with the new overall system application logic implemented at this stage. The new
physical machine is then built and the revised system logic downloaded to the orchestrator. The steps taken
to add a new station are illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Adding a new station to the automation system
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3.4

System Reconfiguration

Having completed the development of a conveyor as a new standalone station, this station is added to the
existing three‐station automation system. The process is described in the storyboard shown in Figure 9. This
process is carried out within the application engineering environment, and the control logic is reconfigured
to accommodate the new station (see Figure 10). The control components and service interfaces are
unchanged, and only the logic within the orchestrator needs to be changed to reflect the new sequence of
operation and changes in the interlock conditions between the affected components. Figure 11 illustrates the
demonstrator with the new conveying station added.

Figure 9: System reconfiguration to accommodate the new station
Within the developed application engineering environment, all components and stations (e.g. a new station)
are developed as pre‐tested and pre‐validated elements of functionality that are progressively combined
together. System reconfiguration entails combining and integrating the new station with the previous three
stations to form a four‐station machine, including editing the system application logic (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Virtual design and reconfiguration of the system to add a new station
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Figure 11: Physical automation rig with 4 stations

4

Support for Legacy Devices

This phase demonstrates the configuration and integration of legacy devices within the DPWS‐based test
machine. This was achieved via the creation and use of a Mediator, as detailed in D7.5. In the application
scenario investigated the part supply bin and part output slides of the test machine were fitted with
Profibus‐based sensors, interfaced via the Mediator to be represented as DPWS‐based system components.
These were integrated with the rest of the system following the same engineering process outlined above.
Figure 12 illustrates the application of ifak’s Mediator on the Loughborough demonstrator.

Figure 12: Legacy device integration via a Mediator
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5

Conclusions

This deliverable has presented an overview of the application engineering tools implemented and the scope
of the engineering use‐cases investigated in the engine assembly automation domain. An evaluation of the
engineering system described here will be provided in D7.7. The use of the engineering tools shown in this
document is to be presented in video form. This video aims to illustrate to industry the potential advantages
of the adoption of a SOA‐based approach to applications engineering.
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